DNA models of trinucleotide frameshift deletions: the formation of loops and bulges at the primer–template junction
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ABSTRACT

Although mechanisms of single-nucleotide residue deletion have been investigated, processes involved in the loss of longer nucleotide sequences during DNA replication are poorly understood. Previous reports have shown that in vitro replication of a 3’-TGC TGC template sequence can result in the deletion of one 3’-TGC. We have used low-energy circular dichroism (CD) and fluorescence spectroscopy to investigate the conformations and stabilities of DNA models of the replication intermediates that may be implicated in this frameshift. Pyrrolocytosine or 2-aminopurine residues, site-specifically substituted for cytosine or adenine in the vicinity of extruded base sequences, were used as spectroscopic probes to examine local DNA conformations. An equilibrium mixture of four hybridization conformations was observed when template bases looped-out as a bulge, i.e. a structure flanked on both sides by duplex DNA. In contrast, a single-loop structure with an unusual unstacked DNA conformation at its downstream edge was observed when the extruded bases were positioned at the primer–template junction, showing that misalignments can be modified by neighboring DNA secondary structure. These results must be taken into account in considering the genetic and biochemical mechanisms of frameshift mutagenesis in polymerase-driven DNA replication.

INTRODUCTION

A shift of the reading frame during template-dependent DNA synthesis can lead to the addition or deletion of one or more nucleotide residues (nts) in the newly synthesized DNA. Formation of a misaligned section of the DNA, which is the first step of frameshift mutagenesis, is thought to occur via several different processes (1–4). A mechanism by which DNA polymerase (Pol) can impose single-nucleotide deletions has recently been proposed on the basis of structural studies (5). It was shown that Pol λ stabilizes a small deformation of the primer–template (P/T) junction without disrupting base pairs (bps). The active site of the protein skips one coding base on the template and binds incoming dNTP to template position n + 1. The authors called this mechanism ‘glissando’, analogizing this DNA conformational change to a continuous sliding from one pitch to another in playing a musical scale. Frameshifts that delete several bases require separation of a number of bps prior to annealing them in a new register. This process may be more like playing an ‘arpeggio’, in which the notes of a broken chord are repeated further up or down the scale. The DNA polymerases that replicate these misalignments are highly distributive, and steric requirements suggest that bulky misalignments may take place, at least partially, while the DNA is dissociated from the polymerase (6). Alternatively the rearrangement may be imposed in part by an interaction of the DNA sequence with the polymerase. In either case an initial step in investigating these larger deletions must be to determine the equilibrium conformation(s) and conformational distributions of potential DNA replication intermediate structures that form at and near P/T junctions in the ‘absence’ of replication proteins.

Here we have studied DNA constructs implicated in a 3 nt deletion of 3’-TGC, which is known to occur in DNA replication. Although 3 nt deletions are rare events, they have been observed in vitro in replication processes driven by the distributive polymerases Escherichia coli DNA Pol IV and human Pol λ. Three of the four 3 nt deletions created by Pol IV were deletions of 3’-TGC at a 3’-TGC...
TGC sequence (7). Replication by DNA Pol λ of an oligonucleotide containing this sequence has also been reported to delete a 3'-TGC trinucleotide sequence in single-nucleotide addition experiments (6). Pol λ, a member of DNA polymerase family X (8), has one of the highest probabilities among known DNA polymerases of producing frameshift-induced infidelities (9).

Low-energy CD (10,11) is based on the site-specific substitution of a nucleic acid base by an analogue that absorbs above 300 nm. Local interactions with neighboring nucleic acid bases produce chirality in the probe residue that can be observed in the CD spectrum above 300 nm without interference from the CD bands of DNA and protein. Low-energy CD measurements of 2-aminopurine (2-AP) have been successfully applied to characterize site-specific conformational changes that occur in the loop of box B RNA hairpin on binding to the N protein of phage λ (12) and to map local conformations in the nucleic acid framework of phage T7 transcription complex (13,14) and of DNA polymerase I Klenow fragment (Datta K. et al., manuscript in preparation). Low-energy CD spectra have also been reported for DNA oligonucleotides containing the cytosine analogue pyrrolobiosine (PC) (11). Adjacent PC residues in B-form DNA exhibit exciton coupling with characteristic opposite-signed CD bands centered at the absorption maximum (350 nm). Earlier experiments have shown that these analogues do not greatly influence DNA structure or stability, but rather behave much like their respective canonical DNA bases, A and C [references in (10,11)]. The fluorescence signals and CD spectra of these residues provide complementary information. Here we have used these spectroscopic approaches to study DNA replication intermediates that are likely to form during frameshift mutagenesis resulting from the deletion of a 3'-TGC trinucleotide sequence.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Oligonucleotides were synthesized and HPLC-purified by Operon (Huntsville AL; Cologne, Germany) and their concentrations were determined from the molar extinction coefficients provided by the manufacturer. The concentration units used for DNA are expressed in moles of oligonucleotide molecules per liter. Unless otherwise stated, experiments were performed at 20°C in 20 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.5) containing 0.1 M NaCl and 0.1 mM EDTA. Duplex molecules were made by heating a mixture of the ss (single-stranded) DNA components (Tm ≤ 55°C) to 60°C, followed by cooling the reaction mixture at a rate of ≤1°C/min.

Fluorescence spectra were measured with a Jobin-Yvon Fluorolog or a Photon Technology International spectrometer. Samples containing PC probe residues were excited at 350 nm and fluorescence intensity was determined at the emission maximum near 450 nm. Samples containing 2-AP residues were excited at 315 nm and fluorescence intensity was determined 360–380 nm. The shape and position of the fluorescence spectra were the same for all constructs (Supplementary Figure S1). Experiments were replicated four to six times and error bars are standard error. CD spectra were taken between 500 and 260 nm on a Jasco model 810 CD spectrometer equipped with a thermostatted cell holder. Reported CD spectra are the average of 8–20 scans and are presented as Δε, the difference in the molar extinction coefficients of left and right circularly polarized light on a per mole PC residue basis [units of liter (mole PC)⁻¹ cm⁻¹]. Predicted loop and bulge structures were calculated using the MFold web server (15,16) with initial conditions set at 20°C and 0.1 M NaCl.

RESULTS

Oligonucleotides were constructed using a labeled ‘template’ strand, T, and a ‘primer’ strand, P (Figure 1). We refer to the 3’ end of the template strand as ‘upstream’ and the 5’ end as ‘downstream’, by analogy to the expected direction of DNA replication. P strands are named by reference to the position of their 3’ terminus relative to the T strand. The numbering scheme was chosen so that positive integers correspond to the number of nts in P that are complementary to the template sequence downstream from the nucleotide residues that are extruded.
from the template. The gT/P-5 construct corresponds to the substrate DNA used in the Pol λ experiment (6) and the other gT/P complexes represent potential intermediates of primer extension to form a 3 nt deletion.

**Spectroscopic characterization of a 3-nt loop**

We first used constructs with a single, well-defined TTT loop (gTβ) to determine the types of spectroscopic signals that we might expect to find (Figure 2). Template strands were constructed with a PC residue at either position [-4] or [1] that flank the loop sequence. These were annealed with primer strands gP of different lengths that lacked the complementary AAA sequence (Figure 1).

Base-pair formation with the probe residue quenched the fluorescence of the gT[-4]/gP-4 complex as expected (circles, Figure 2a). The signal increased progressively for gT[-4]/gP2 and gT[-4]/gP4 as the TTT sequence forms a loop. The fluorescence intensity was the same for the gP4 and gP6 constructs and was taken as the signal of a PC residue at position [-4] of the bulge duplex.

The behavior of a PC probe at position [1], the 5' edge of the TTT loop, was more complex (circles, Figure 2b). The fluorescence signals of duplex molecules with gP-5 and gP-4 were 1.6-fold greater than the intensity of the same signals in the single-stranded template. This behavior appears to be a consequence of the secondary structure of the gT template oligonucleotides. Mfold calculations (15,16) show stable base pairing between C1G2 and C10G9 (Figure 1). Formation of duplex molecules with gP-5 or gP-4 disrupts these bps and causes an apparent increase in fluorescence of the PC residue at position [1]. C4 does not participate in base pairing in the single-stranded gTβ oligonucleotide, and the ss template strand with a probe at position [-4] did not exhibit this phenomenon (circles, Figure 2a). Hence the ‘true’ intensity of single-stranded gT oligonucleotides that have a PC residue at position [1] should be taken as the intensity observed for duplexes of the gT strand with either gP-5 or gP-4. We subsequently normalized the fluorescence signal ‘Fl’ (Figure 2) with respect to the signals of the P-5 and P-4 duplexes; this is designated as ‘rel Fl’.

Loop closure produced two kinds of changes in the fluorescence intensity of PC at position [1]. Complexes with three, four and six downstream bps, which are expected to stabilize the misaligned structure, quenched the fluorescence; the signal for gTβ[1]/gP6 was the same as that of duplex DNA. The gP2 duplex, however, exhibited 1.6-fold more intensity signal than the signals of the gP-5 and gP-4 complexes, without changing the shape of emission spectrum. We examined the effects of sequence in order to better understand this fluorescence increase.

Template oligonucleotides with several loop sequences in identical sequence context, all with a PC residue at position [1], were annealed to gP primer strands of different lengths (Figure 3). The loop sequence of gTβ[1] (3'-GTC) is implicated in trinucleotide repeat disorders such as myotonic dystrophy (17). The fluorescence signal of the gT/gP2 constructs increased for all templates; the relative intensities varied with the loop sequence: GTC > TTT ≈ TCG. The fluorescence intensity generally decreased as the number of downstream bp increased and the loop closed. However, the gTβ[1] complexes behaved differently (circles, Figure 3a). In this case the fluorescence signal dropped for gTβ[1]/gP3, increased when gTβ[1] was complexed to gP4 and then decreased again for gTβ[1]/gP6.

![Figure 2](https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-abstract/37/5/1682/2409739/1684)  
**Figure 2.** Fluorescence changes observed during loop formation. Fluorescence intensities of 1 μM duplex molecules formed with template DNA T and various length primer strands, gP (see Figure 1 for nomenclature). Fl is the fluorescence intensity of the duplex molecule relative to the signal of the ss T strand. The signal of the fully duplex molecule without extrahelical bases is shown at the right of each panel. gTβ (circles); gT (squares). Template sequences had a single PC residue at position [-4] (a) or position [1] (b).
In order to examine the influence of the neighboring bases on loop formation, we made duplex constructs using template molecules containing the same loop sequences, but with AT bps flanking the loops; a 2-AP residue was placed at position [1] of the template strand to monitor loop formation (Figure 1c). All other nts are the same as in the constructs with flanking GC bps. We did not study constructs involving the aT template (corresponding to gT template, Figure 3), because this template has a highly stable secondary structure.

Replacing the GC bps adjacent to the loop by AT bps had two effects on the fluorescence of the probe at position [1] (Figure 4). First, a fluorescence increase was not observed in the aP2 complexes with an AT flanking bp. In fact, the fluorescence signal did not significantly change for duplex molecules with primer strands aP1, aP2 and aP3, suggesting that the loop may not close in these constructs. Second, oligonucleotides with flanking AT bps appeared to require more complementary downstream bps to achieve the same degree of fluorescence quenching as oligonucleotides with GC flanking bps, indicating that the bulge may be more 'open.'

Mfold calculations (15,16) do not predict a stable looped structure for the gP2 complexes, although primer strands gP3 and longer are expected to form a stable duplex downstream from the loop. It is possible that the increased fluorescence observed in Figure 3 reflects another interaction than bp formation between the primer and the probe residue. To check this possibility we compared gT[1]/gP constructs that can form a bp at the probe position (Figure 3), with gT[1]/aP complexes that cannot (Figure 4, closed circles). Fluorescence of gT[1]/aP2 did not exhibit the fluorescence increase to monitor loop formation (Figure 1c). All other nts are the same as in the constructs with flanking GC bps.

Figure 3. Fluorescence of duplex oligonucleotides with GC bps flanking the loop sequence. Fluorescence signals of 1 µM duplex molecules with primer strands of various lengths, gP, were normalized to the intensities of the corresponding gP-5 and gP-4 complexes (see text). (a) gT[1] (circles), gT[1] (squares) and gT[1] (triangles). (b) gT[1] (circles) and gT[1] (squares). See Figure 1 for nomenclature. In order to show the self-quenching of adjacent PC residues in ss template oligonucleotide gT[1] (see text), signals of gT[1] complexes are normalized relative to the intensity of gT[1]/gP-5 and gT[1]/gP-4.

Figure 4. Fluorescence of duplex oligonucleotides with AT bps flanking the loop sequence. The sequences of the template strands aT[1] (open circles) and aT[1] (open squares) are identical except for the loop (Figure 1). Closed circles are Fl signals from complexes of gT[1] with the aP primers. Fluorescence intensities of 1 µM duplex molecules with various length primer strands, aP, have been normalized to the signals of the aP-5 and aP-4 complexes.
Table 1. Relative fluorescence intensities of gT[1] or aT[1] template strands complexed with aP2 or gP2 primers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T (loop sequence)</th>
<th>gT/gP2</th>
<th>gT/aP2</th>
<th>aT/aP2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T[1] (GTC)</td>
<td>2.65 ± 0.06</td>
<td>1.07 ± 0.01</td>
<td>1.01 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T[1] (TGC)</td>
<td>1.18 ± 0.11</td>
<td>0.94 ± 0.03</td>
<td>nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T[1] (TTT)</td>
<td>1.48 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.95 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.92 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gT[1] (TCG)</td>
<td>1.77 ± 0.09</td>
<td>1.05 ± 0.05</td>
<td>nd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sequences of the oligonucleotides are in Figure 1. Values are rel Fl (see text). nd, not determined.

observed with the gT[1]/gP2 constructs. Identical results were observed for all gT template sequences (Table 1). Hence the unusual Fl signal of the gP2 complexes seems to involve specific bp formation at position [1] and possibly position [−4]. In addition the fluorescence increase that was observed for the gT[1]/gP4 construct (Figure 3) was not observed with gT[1]/aP4 (Figure 4), suggesting that GC base-pairing at position [1] may also contribute to this phenomenon.

Loop formation at the P/T junction

Before investigating extruded bases in the 3′-TGC TGC template sequence, we measured the spectra of PC probe residues in control ss- and dsDNA constructs. Base pairing of probe residue(s) in dsDNA quenched the fluorescence signal as expected. The fluorescence signal (per mole PC residue) of the ss template oligonucleotide containing two adjacent PC residues at positions [−1,1] (gT[−1,1]) was approximately half as intense as that of an oligonucleotide with a single PC residue at position [−4] (gT[−4]) (Figure 3a and b, inserts); this difference is due in part to ‘self-quenching’ in ssDNA that has been previously observed in oligonucleotides with adjacent PC [11] or 2-AP residues (D. Jose, et al., manuscript in preparation).

PC has an an absorbance maximum at 350 nm which provides the opportunity to use low-energy CD spectroscopy to determine the conformation of the DNA around this probe residue [11]. The low-energy CD spectra of ss template oligonucleotides, gT[−4] and gT[−1,1], both contained a single peak (Figure 5). Although the two spectra had comparable intensities [−0.51 (mole PC)−1(cm)−1], the gT[−4] signal had a maximum at 340 nm, while the CD peak of gT[−1,1] was located at 365 nm. This red shift of the CD maximum may reflect the presence of some exciton coupling due to partial base stacking of the PC residues in gT[−1,1], which also manifests itself in the self-quenching of the Fl in this template mentioned above. The low-energy CD spectrum of duplex DNA with a single PC residue had a negative band at 350 nm. The spectrum of dsDNA with PC residues at positions [−1,1] showed strong exciton coupling (with a symmetric low-energy peak and high-energy trough centered at the absorption maximum) characteristic of a PC dimer stacked in a right-handed B-form DNA conformation [11].

Annealing short primer strands gP with a single 5′-ACG sequence to a template strand gT containing a 3′-TGC TGC repeat can produce duplex molecules with several possible looped-out sequences (Figure 6). We used our Fl and CD methodology to probe the contributions of these various hybridization forms to the equilibrium conformation of the gP2 complex.

Fluorescence changes of duplex constructs gT/gP were similar to the changes observed for constructs Tβ/gP containing a TTT loop (Figure 2). In both cases, the fluorescence of a PC residue at position [−4] was quenched by forming a partial duplex with primer strand gP-4, and then increased as the template was annealed to progressively longer primer strands. The signal likewise increased in both gP2 complexes with the PC probe at position [1], and then decreased as the length of the primer strand increased. Quantitative differences in the signal intensities of the gTβ and gT templates may reflect the presence of additional equilibrium conformational states that are accessible within the repeat sequence (see below). The fluorescence of PC residues at positions [−1,1] also increased in the gT[−1,1]/gP2 complex and decreased in the bulge form gT[−1,1]/gP6 (Figure 3b). Hence the gTβ/gP2 and gT/gP2 constructs likely have similar conformations: in particular, it is primarily the downstream
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hybridization schemes analogous to those in Figure 6,
conferring on average a more ‘open’ conformation on
the probe residue. We have attempted to quantify the
contributions of the individual bp arrangements.
To a first approximation, the PC residue at position
[−4] is expected to be in a duplex environment in con-
structs {−3,−2,−1} and {0}, and single-stranded in the
other constructs. (Numbers in this and the next paragraph
refer to the unpaired template bases for the gP6 complexes
that correspond to the gP2 constructs in Figure 6). We fit
the spectra observed for the bulge labeled at position [−4]
with signals from the PC probe located in ss and dsDNA
sequences (Figure 5a). Fluorescence measurements indi-
cate that the bulge is 71% ‘single-stranded’. This is con-
sistently with 78% ss, estimated from the best fit of the CD
signal (yellow trace, Figure 5a).

The two adjacent PC residues at positions [−1,1] should
be in a duplex environment in constructs {−4,−3,−2},
{−5,−4,−3} and {−6,−5,−4} (Figure 6). We initially
assumed that the {−3,−2,−1} construct should have the
signal shown for ssDNA in Figure 5b. However, CD spec-
tra reconstructed from combinations of ss and ds spectra
have a different shape than the bulge spectrum (data not
shown). This result indicates that the unpaired scheme [0]
(where the bases at positions [−1,1] should have a CD
signal like ssDNA) does not contribute significantly to
the conformational equilibrium. Base-pairing of the
probe in the {−3,−2,−1} construct resembles that of the
P/T loop, and a better fit was obtained using the fluores-
cence and CD signals of the gT[−1,1]/gP2 complex.
Fitting the fluorescence spectrum of template labeled at
−1,1 with a linear combination of the duplex and P/T
loop basis signals indicated that the bulge was 78% ds;
these basis spectra also gave an excellent fit to the CD
spectrum of bulge DNA with 87% dsDNA (yellow trace
Figure 5b). The higher value of the duplex contribution
calculated from the CD data may reflect our choice of the
P/T loop for the basis spectrum, since the conformation of
the gT[−1,1]/gP2 complex may not be completely homo-
genous. Nevertheless, these four independent fits are
remarkably consistent. Taken together they indicate that
the four possible hybridization schemes with 3-nt loops
(Figure 6) are approximately equally populated in the
gT/gP6 bulge construct.

DISCUSSION

We report a novel DNA conformation that results from
the asymmetry of duplex DNA at the P/T junction. This
was readily seen in control experiments using a template
strand containing an extra TTT sequence (Figure 2b). The
fluorescence signal of a PC residue placed at position [1]
on the downstream edge of the TTT is quenched in gT[1]/
gP6, a bulge construct with dsDNA on both sides of the
TTT loop. In contrast, the fluorescence intensity increased
for the complex gT[1]/gP2, which has only two potential
downstream GC bps (Figure 1), suggesting that the gP2
construct is in an unusual conformation. We call this
structure a ‘P/T loop’, by analogy to the ‘stem-loop’

Figure 6. Hybridization schemes of the gT/gP2 construct. Upper strand is gP2; lower strand represents either gT[−4] or gT[−1,1], depending on the position(s) of the PC residue (X). The different base pairing schemes are named at the left by the positions of the looped-out bases in the template strand. {0} is a possible alignment in which the two 3’ terminal bases of the primer are not base-paired with the template strand.

(0) 5′-CAA GAG CAT ACG TGG TGG XGG TCA
3′-GTT CTC GTA TGG TGG XGG TCA

The bulge conformational equilibrium
Several observations suggest that gT/gP6 is a mixture of
conformations. The CD spectrum of gT[−4]/gP6 qualita-
tively resembles the signal obtained with ssDNA
(Figure 5a) and the CD spectrum of gT[−1,1]/gP6 is sim-
lar to that of a PC dimer in dsDNA (Figure 5b). However
in both cases there are significant differences between these
spectra and those observed with ss or dsDNA. In addition
the fluorescence intensity of the duplex gT[−4]/gP6 is 25%
larger than that of the corresponding TTT construct
gT/gP6 (Figure 2a). These observations suggest that a
bulge formed in a gT template containing the 5′-TGC

(-3,−2,−1) 5′-CAA GAG CAT ACG TGG TGG XGG TCA
3′-GTT CTC GTA TGG TGG XGG TCA

(-4,−3,−2) 5′-CAA GAG CAT AC G TGG TGG XGG TCA
3′-GTT CTC GTA TGG TGG XGG TCA

(-5,−4,−3) 5′-CAA GAG CAT A G TGG TGG XGG TCA
3′-GTT CTC GTA TGG TGG XGG TCA

(-6,−5,−4) 5′-CAA GAG CAT ACG TGG TGG XGG TCA
3′-GTT CTC GTA TGG TGG XGG TCA

(-7,−6,−5,−4) 5′-CAA GAG CAT ACG TGG TGG XGG TCA
3′-GTT CTC GTA TGG TGG XGG TCA

(-8,−7,−6,−5,−4) 5′-CAA GAG CAT ACG TGG TGG XGG TCA
3′-GTT CTC GTA TGG TGG XGG TCA

(-9,−8,−7,−6,−5,−4) 5′-CAA GAG CAT ACG TGG TGG XGG TCA
3′-GTT CTC GTA TGG TGG XGG TCA
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terminology commonly used for RNA secondary structure discussions. A similar fluorescence signal is observed for gP2 complexes with other extruded sequences, including duplexes formed with the 3'-TGC TGC template, indicating that this unusual conformation can be achieved for a variety of 3-nt loop constructs. Sequence-specific interactions of the flanking nucleotide residues, however, are required (Figures 3 and 4; Table 1).

The P/T loop construct with the 3'-TGC TGC template (gT/gP2) was further characterized by CD spectroscopy of PC residues placed at various positions within the template strand. The CD spectrum of PC residues located at positions [-1,1] exhibited an increased intensity and a blue shift, a signal that does not correspond to the spectra of these probe residues in ss or dsDNA (Figure 5). However, similar CD spectra have been observed for adjacent PC residues located in the loop sequence of a DNA stem loop construct (N.P.J., unpublished results). They also resemble the CD spectrum of adjacent 2-AP residues in ssDNA bound to the exonuclease site of Klenow fragment of DNA polymerase I (K. Datta et al., manuscript in preparation) where these residues assume an extended ssDNA conformation (18). In all cases these CD changes were accompanied by an increase in the intensity of the F1 signal without changing the shape or position of the F1 spectrum. These results argue that the bases at positions [-1,1] of the P/T loop are in an ‘open’ conformation that is less stacked than in ssDNA. Unstacking the PC bases would also be expected to decrease the self-quenching observed between adjacent PC residues, thereby explaining the increased F1 intensity of gT[-1,1]/gP2 compared to ss gT[-1,1] (Figure 5). This open conformation may also decrease collisional quenching of the probe at position [1] by adjacent nucleotides, and cause the F1 increase observed in the gP2 complexes of other template strands (Figures 2 and 3).

The fluorescence signals of duplex constructs formed with primer strand gT[-4]/gP-4, gT[-4]/gP1 and gT[-4]/gP2 became progressively more intense; this behavior is expected for a probe residue at the 3’ edge of a loop in the T strand as it closes, judging from the analogous signal seen for formation of a well-defined TTT loop (Figure 2a). On the other hand the CD spectra of these complexes were identical and resembled the spectrum of PC in dsDNA (Figure 5c). Base stacking has a relatively small affect on fluorescence quenching of PC, which is more sensitive to H-bonding (19,20). In contrast, base stacking is a primary cause of nucleic acid CD (21). NMR studies of bulged DNA constructs (22–24) have shown that the extruded bases stack with one another and with the bases of the flanking dsDNA, thereby maintaining the right-handed helical path of the strand. The duplex compensates by bending away from the extruded bases thereby modifying the hydrodynamic properties of bulged DNA (25). A similar ‘bend’ may occur in the P/T loop. A ‘bend’ would modify the H-bonding of the PC residue with G[-4] of the primer, thereby decrease quenching; the extruded bases of gT[-4]/gP1 and gT[-4]/gP2 constructs also appear to maintain the base stacking of the PC probe residue at position [-4] of the template DNA judging by the unchanged CD spectra.

The absence of exciton coupling in the CD spectrum of gT[-1,1]/gP2 (Figure 5d) indicates that this construct forms a P/T loop corresponding to hybridization scheme {−3,−2,−1} (Figure 6), rather than the {−6,−5,−4} bulge, with 9 bp upstream, 5 bp downstream and identical extruded bases (3'TGC) as in the {−3,−2,−1} arrangement. We found this result to be rather surprising, given that hydrogen bond interactions within a bp are usually considered rather weak compared to the larger free energies contributed by stacking between adjacent bases (26). The P/T loop {−3,−2,−1}, whose downstream duplex is so short that it has no interior bases, does not look very sturdy compared to the {−6,−5,−4} construct that carries a downstream duplex sequence representing half a turn of B-form DNA.

Although the physical mechanisms that stabilize duplex DNA are not fully understood, bases appear to stack in a way that minimizes the surface area of the cavity created in the solvent (26,27); i.e. the energy required to create a solvent cavity for stacked bases is less than the energy required to accommodate individual unstacked bases. Likewise the formation of two cavities will result in a larger total surface area than the formation of a single cavity (with the same total number of bps) because they have more ‘ends’.

Consistent with this analysis, all of the hybridization schemes for the bulge DNA construct gT/P6 (equivalent to the upper four structures in Figure 6) have the same number of total bp and ‘ends’ and are equally represented in solution (see Results section, Figure 5). Minimization of the solvation energy could also be the driving force that selects the P/T loop conformation {−3,−2,−1} among the possible hybrid structures of the gT/gP2 complex (Figure 6), if the conformation of the GC bps at positions [1,2] has a lower cost of hydration than stacked bps. A requirement for two cavities introduces additional ‘ends’ that may further destabilize the other constructs relative to {−3,−2,−1}.

If the P/T loop is stabilized by template-directed extension of the primer it becomes a bulge, which differs from the P/T loop by the presence of a significant duplex DNA on both sides of the extruded bases. A bulge can also form directly by strand slippage within a long homopolymer sequence at positions further away from the P/T junction (1). Bulged DNA has been extensively studied (22–24). Thermodynamic stability of a large bulge is primarily determined by the secondary structure of the extrahelical bases. For example, folded structures in the looped-out sequence, often involving over 100nts, are responsible for large frameshifts associated with trinucleotide repeat disorders such as myotonic dystrophy and Huntington’s disease (17). In contrast there is likely to be little or no secondary structure within short extruded loops studied here and the loop has a smaller effect on stability than does the flanking sequence.

Primer–template loop and bulge constructs are both potential substrates for the DNA replication machinery and the relative stabilities of these various misaligned P/T junctions contribute to total free energy considerations that determine the probability of a frameshift at a particular DNA sequence. It is well known that the
stability of looped-out DNA constructs is influenced by the sequence that flanks the extruded bases (15, 16). Our results show that it may also be important to distinguish a P/T loop from a bulge. Different bases can be preferentially extruded in these two environments, raising the possibility that the position of misalignment with respect to the P/T junction could influence the sequence-specificity of frameshift mutagenesis.
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